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FOR.E ORD

The process of slip casting fused silica has been under development at

Georgia Tech since 1956. Soonh after the initial work with slip east fused

__ silica it was noted that this material exhibited a number of the desirable

properties of tronsparent fused silicasuch as a very low coefficient of

. 621 heral epanionand a dielectric constant and loss tangent whic~h changed

very little with changes in temperature and frequency. Other properties were

considerably different such as opaqueness to radiation and lower thermal con-

ductivity and dielectric constant than the transparent material. In addition,

the slip casting process allowed the formation of large and intricate shapes i

which would be prohibitively expensive, if not impossible,using the conventional

molten fused silica techniques.N' Early in the work with this material it became apparent that slip-cast

fused silica should be an ideal material for such hypersonic aerospace appli-d

cations as radomes, EM windows and leading edges. In 1964 Georgia TechAR

published two han~dbooks: "Fused Silica Manual" by J. D. Flaming and "Slip-
774

Cast Fused Silica" by J. D. Walton, Jr.j and N. E. P~oulos. The "Fused Silica

Manual" was a compilation of available propert .data on trinsparent fused

silica'-and slip-cast fused silica. "Slip-Cast lused Silica" was priliarily4

1E c~oncerned with the fabrica-tPinn properties and onvironmcaLal evalklAtion of

slip-cast fused silica mterials.

Since 1964 the quality control of comiercially available fused silica

salips has been considerably improved and a higher purity raw material has

been used to make a far superior'fused silica slip. For identification, the

two available types of fused silica slip are referred Woin this manual as

(1; technical grade, anid (2) high purity.



In addition to the improvement in fused silica slips since 1964, a

considerable amount of work has been accomplished in developing design

procedures. These procedures include mechanical, electrical, and thermal

design and the design of attachment systems for radomes. Although the data

presented in this manual can be used for general design purposes, they are

collected and presented in such a way as to be of maximum value to the radome

D designer. This manual is prepared with the intent of providing the designer

or engineer with the data and background necessary to specify the fused silica

raw materials and the fabrication of the raw material into finished hardware, to

design the radcme and attachment system, and to qualify the finished radome for

environmental or flight testing.

This manual has been divided into two volumes. Volume I describes the

fused silica raw material, its processing into slip, the fabrication of

hardware, including casting, drying and sintering, and the physical and

mechanical properties of slip-cast material. The data in this volume can be

of assistance in designing any item to be fabricated from slip-cast fused

silica and is not limited to the design of radomes or other military hardware.
- - Volume II ovids information specifically for the design of radomes and

attachments and data on rain erosion cesting and rain erosion resistance of

slip-cast fused 1ilica. This volumo is intended primarily for those

interested in the design of radomes only.

iv



VOLUME I

ABSTRACT

This volume provides a summary of the current status of the knowledge

of designing slip-cast fused silica hardware. It is intended to provide

the user with a basic knowledge of the material and processing techniques

as well as basic design information. Pages, figures and tables have been

numbered by chapters so that the manual can be easily expanded as

additional information is developed. Subjects covered in this volume

are: fused silica raw material preparation, size reduction and slip

LI preparation, slip casting, drying and firing and room temperature and

.4
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Silica (silicon dioxide, SiO2) exists in several crystalline forms 'in

nature.. The most abundant foms are quartz sand and quartz crystals. Fused

silica is an amorphous (non-crystalline) form of silica and is usually prepared

by the flame or arc fusior of quartz sand. If a very high purity iused silica

product is desired, high purity quartz crystals'or synthetic SiO2 a.e the

! , materials. fused.

Anthrcrystalline form of Si02 which is important to the discussion of"

fused silica and its properties is cristobalite. Fused silica begins to

convLut to cristobalite at high temperatures beginning at about 1600' F and

continuing to the melting point. The rate of formation of cristobalite is

i dependent on many factors including the presence of other crystalline forms. of

Sio 2 , impurities, atmosphere, time and temperature. Cristobalite exists in

two c.rystalline forms: a-cristobalite below about 400 to 5000 F and 8-

cristobalite above this temperature. The transformation (inversion) from one

form to the other is accompanied by a large volume change with resultant

stresses developed within the fused silica structure. Hence, if cristobalite is

present in. excessive amounts the inversion will weaken or completely destroy a

fused silica article.

Probably the single most attractive property of fused silica is its high

resistance to thermal shock. This resistance is due primarily to its extremely
low-coefficient of thermal expansion, 0.3 x 106 in/in/OF. Because of this

property, fused silica has long been used in alplications where articles are

subject to rapid chnges in temperature, such as high intensity lamps and

OiI
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laboratory ware. It has also found use where high dimensional stability

is required, in such as telescope mirrors and .other precision optical products.

One of the reasons that the use of fused silica has. not been more wide-

spread is the difficulty of working it.: Fused silica cannot be said to have

A. ,a true melting point in the sense that .there is an abrupt change in viscosity

at a certain temperature. Figure 1-1 shows the viscosity of fused silica

with respect to temperature from 14000 to 44000 F. ASTM C338 defines the

-softening point of a glassas a .temperature at whicef a uniform fiber 0.55

to 0.75 mm in diameter and 23.5 mm in length, elongates under its own weight

at a rate of 1 mm per minute when the upper. 10 cm of its length is heated in a

specified furnace at the rate of 50 C per minute. For a glass of the density

of fused silica, this temperature corresponds to a viscosity of 107.6 poises.

Examination of Figure 1-1 shows this to be at a temperature of approximately

3100Q F. This is the number normally quoted as the melting' point of fused

silica. However, to work a glass properly the viscosity must be on the order

4of 10 poise. Examination of.Figure 1-1 shows that this viscosity is not

reached• until a temperature of approximately 450 F. Working at these high'

temperatures makes fused silica articles very costly, especially for large

sizes. :.

In 1956 the Georgia Institute of Technology began working with a

rebonded form of fused silica. This technique involved the process of slip

casting. It provided fabrication techniques for forming large and intricate

shapes to close tolerancos which would be prohibitively expensive using the

conventional molten silica forming techniques. The rebonded fused silica

shapes can be processed at temperatures from 1800* to 2400" F and can be

• . produced with densities from 30 lb/ft to densities approaching the 139 lb/ft 3

of the conventional fused silica.

1-2
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siderably different from the conventional fused silica while some, such as

thermal expansion and specific heat, are unchanged. As the~ properties of

thsnew class of materials were investigated, it became apparent that re-

bonded fused silica had the properties required for use in aerospace applications

such as leading edges, nose cones, and radomes. Since 1956 the majority of

the structural work with slip-cast fused silica has been directed toward its

application as a radome material. This was due primarily to the excellent

electrical properties of this material. As requirements for radome materials

have become increasingly more stringent, slip-cast fused silica has emerged

as one of a very few non-composite materials which can meet present and

future reqL. ments. Since the majority of the current interest is in

radome applications, this design manual is primarily directed at the design

and fabrication of radomes. However, this does not preclude the use of slip-

cast fused silica for other aerospace applications.

1.2 Radome Materials

Slip-cast fused silica is one of a very few materials that is suitable

for use in radome and loading edge applications above Mach 5; however, as

I .requiremarts for missile -.peads increase, improvements are needed in ablation

and rain erosion resistance of slip-cast fused silica. At the sawa time that

improvements are sought iii these two areas, every effort should be made to

retain the other desirable physical and electrical atti.Lbutas of slip-cast

fused silica.

The selectun of a hypersonic radome material is based on these criteria.

t1 Wdielectric ropertics, :(2) weight, (3) theial-uechanical. response,

1-4



(4) thermal shock resistance, and (5) rain erosion resistance. The

capabilities and limitations of slip-cast fused silica in each of these

areas are as follows:

1.2.1 Dielectric Properties

The dielectric properties of importance in radome design are the

dielectric constant and loss tangent and the change in these proper.ties over

the range of frequencies and temperatures for which the radome is being

designed. In most cases the dielectric constant should be less than ten, with

S not uore than 10 per cent variation in that value over the anticipated tempera-

ture range. in addition, the value for the loss tangent should be less than

0.01. Figure 1-2 shows the dielectric constant at 8 to 10 Gliz as a function

oi temperature for a number of candidate radome materials. It can be seen

that, comlpared to most, other ceramics slip-cast fused silica has a low and

relatively stable dielectric constant. A low dielectric constant is desirable

i ~ since Jit allows a greater tolfarance in the wall thickness of a radutuo.I ~Figure 1-3 is a plot of lo.,; tangent versus tempera" frtesm addt

raidowie materials. IL can be seen that slip-cast fused silica ond sveral

othersi have ani accOeptable value of~ less thanx 0.01at temperaures up to

2500"' V.

1the weigh~t of at particular rudoiw is a funct'ion~ of its aShapo anld

diolactriv constan-t because of electrical and atorodynautic. eonsaiti. The

reAtvely low diieleetdC VontIOUSt Of Slip-Ca~SL fUsed Silica xesultg it)

Lhicker-walled radotnes; haover, thL) Lhcker wall does tiot preselit a weight
problem b4ecause of tjhe low den,1sity of. alip-atLjigtt~ h '~tv

l,5ve
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weight of Slip-Cast fused silica for a half-wave wall radome operating at X-

Cl band frequencies is compared With other Ceramic radome materials in Table 1-1.

TABLE 1-1

WEIGHT P.4ANETER FOR RADOME MATERIALS

Dielectric Weight

Material Density (p)I~ Constan r4 p we r

(lb/in)

A1203  0.137 9.00. U44

BO 0.105 6.001

Gl4as Corawic 0.094 5.60 0. 040

Vitreougs dica 0.,85 040

$cs0,0'9 3.30

3 4 ,0$60.086

NV .9vur4 At 8 1 10 04.

1.2.3 t - T01rI4 gick ikIjk enryjvtce

1tha kolAtiviAlowh tensile (2$OU psi) avtd ffbn~kr4 (W0 p
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to survive the thermal shunk associated with such flignt environments. How-

. Ci ever, the low thermal expansion of slip-cast fused silica results in low

thermal stresses, and therefore, little strength is required to resist these

y stresses. Another property of SCFS which is attractive fot high temperature

..l' applications is the fact that its strength increases with increasing

temperature up. to about.20000 F.

1 1.2.4 Thermal Shock.

t The thera l shock properties of slip-cas fused silica are well
known, and the ability of this terial o git'stand therma hock my be it.

1i4 601Wst ttrACtive I uperty. The low thm I ., t of thi W.ttiaI

gives slip-caseL £uued Silica its ullique resistance to thermal vhaek.

f. "I ip-Cxtst ued silica has a .i ai."paed to o

cer4lpic LOrittiL A uld be al "atI -"oion Yolacc A tmkitg 0r
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foxward portion.of the radome, and if a protective tip is employed all

candidate materials can survive encounter with rain at Mach 6. "Me intrinsic

E rain erosion resistance of the material used, however, will detenine the

allowable angle of attack and, therefore, the manueverabiliry of the vehicle

A in rain.

It should be pointed out that the ,iilica-based materials may exhibit

iproved rain erosion resistance at high temerattrz.s Prelimipary uxperi-

w wents at Georgia Tech indicate that tite impoct dam-age tuchaisa ia s1Lp-ca .t

fused silica produced by lead pellets fxom a 12-gauge shotgun. undergoos

considerable change bWtween room tempwrature rd 300Q F.

Whe100 slip-cast fue slcaddnse Lfuaod silica 814$ss WOr kv., alktatted

atealk 3, it was found that the erogion rosiutatee of the Jalaew rtl wasn

auxrior to the li - st 2 * I en he e wtrial, werv rutn lac )Wh , it

wa fOUnd that the (104*~ ia ti tail-ed Vt Iehcly Whti$ h

c A-tel i as& rate Oovr of Ou M4

envirMWnit It. V44 4140 WWA4 Lo C h~tt d "tnEW'6 tmttmteils h A4 a Td

Cas$t C 'eOrd -rite 4lso fatted cO.tA0lya f~h he i tip imeis i

no- "o:s r"""Al i" "nVi "Ug tha.

5taV 441W w lativwly por raill anon ratanACO at UyPoreOt vo Wi: itf

J -t" - . "

.talks aO. several otba caaaic ftakrialt. -NO ptuprtiv 1a nk sti-
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-and its water absorption. Howe .,--r, the strength isisufficient for applied

mechanical stress, and the-low thermal expansion prevents thermal stresses

.. I from becoming a pzoblem. Slip-cast fused silica is also unique in tht it

becomes stronger with increasing temperature. The problem of water

absorption may be--overcome by sealing with'an organic coating.
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CHAPTER II

RAW MATERIAL AND FUSED SILICA SLIP

2,1 Raw Material

At present, two types of fused silica slip are available commercially.

For convenience, these types will be referred to as -technical grade and high

purty The major difference-is in the chemical purity of the slip; the

degree qf purity results from differences in starting materials and milling

techniques. High purity slips have lower-alkali and alkaline earth content

thain technical grade materials.

The raw material for the technical grade fused silica is generally

prepared by fusing a high quality quartz sar, either by electric arc melting

or by flame fusion-. The material generally retains sonme-residual porosity

and, in addition to the impurities present in the sand, may pick up further

impurities from the graphite-electrodes used in the arc fusion process. The

resulting fused silica is translucent to opaque and ranges in color from off

white to dark gray or even black, depending on the carbon and oxygen content.

The slips produced from these materiala-range from off white to gray.

The raw macerial for high purity fused silica slip is a transparent

"high-purity grade of fused silica and .is produced in a number of ways. All

comercially produced slips-deacriw din this manual were produced from

transparent vitreous silica produced by the electric melting of selected high-

purity quartz crystals in vacuum or low pressure inert gas. Such a method of

production results in negligible hydroxyl content and virtually the same

-metallic impurities as in ths starting quartz crystals. Table 2-1 gives

spectroch.mical analysis for a typical high purity and a typical technical

2-1
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*TABLE :2-1

STYPICAL SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSES -

OF FUSED SILICA GRAIN-FOR SLIP-MANUFACTURE

Oxide Technical Grade High Purity

%/ %

Si02 (by difference) 99.78 99.97

Al 0 0.140 - 0.0182 3

Fe 0.001 0.0015
23

CaO 0.030 0.0025

* Mgo 0.022 0.0002

TiO2  0.021 .0.0008

Ni20 . 0.002 0.0012

Li 0 0.002 0.0012

N 2-2



grade fused silica starting material. A second fusion method is the flame
fusion of high purity qur.. powder in an oxyhydrogen flame. The.molten

particles impinge on-a hea*ed- surface, and build-up a vitreous boule. The

-fused silica from this process contains from 0015, to.0.04 ,weight per

cent (w/o) hydroxyl.from'the flame, and is slightly lower-in metallic

'contaminants than the starting quartz powder due to volatilization.. The

third methpd utilizes synthetic silicas which have lower metallic :impurity

levels than either of the-two typesabove. The -first of these 'is formed by

vapor- phase hydrolys-is of a highly purified silica compound such as silicon-

tetrachloride, followed by fusion of the silica in an oxyhydrogen flame.

This process yields high (up to 0.1 w/o) hydroxyl content but virtually no

metallic contaminant. The material is produced by the-'oxidation of silicon

tetrachloride and subsequent fusion of the silica in a "water free" flame

such as an oxygen/argon plasma. The resulting silica contains virtually no

impurities, either as hydroxyl or metals. At present there are no indications

that any of these materials are not suitable for high ,purity fused silica slip

production.

.212 SIlip Production

Fused silica is an unusual material in that casting slips can be prepqred

-with this material without the aid of the acid treatment, deflocculants and
:--" suspension..aids which are required wi th most other oxids, This is.generally

-ttributed to the fact that the silicon atoms in truncated tetrahedra ac the

surface.of silica-particles complete tetrahedral coordination by attaching

a hydroxyl ion in place of the missing oxygen atom. This layer of bound

:hydroxyl promotes slip stability. and controls the pll-qf the slip.

2.3.,'
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Milling:"must be carried out in water, as dry grinding followed by

dispersion will not give the desired degreeof hydration for a stable slip,

even through the use of wetting agents. Also, it is doubtful that the

particle size distribution produced by dry grinding would be as suitable

for a slip as that provided by wet grinding. Standard porcelain-type mills

are suitable for technical grade slips since the impurity level of the starting

material is comparable to the level of alkali and alkaline earth impurities

-picked up from the mill lining. However, 85 per cent alumina mills and grind-

ing media are recommended for technical grade slips and are mandatory for

high-purity slips. The higher purity and density of the mill lining provides

less contamination through mill wear and lower levels of harmful impurities

in the material from the mill and grinding media. Ninety-nine per cent-plus

alumina mills are not recommended because of their rapid wear rate and added

k cost.

When granular materials are used as mill feed they should be minus eight

mesh. if the feed is in the form of tubing cullet or a thin flake material

and will fracture readily, much coarser feed may be used. If the feed has

been crushed in iron bearing crushers, some provision must be made for

removing excess iron contamination. Magnetic methods are satisfactory for.

technical grade.materials, but washing with concentrated hydrochloric acid

diluted 3:1 may be neoesary to obtain sufficient iron removal in. a gh-

purity slip.

The following example is illustrative of the m-.lling process for a one-

gallon batch of high purity fused silica slip and shows the changes occurring

during milling.

.i-4
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Iwo"

Aone gallon batch of high purity fused silica casting slip'was milled

from cleaned transparent fused silica tubing cutlet. -,ihe cullet was milled3

with deionized water in four 85-per .eent -alumina one-gallon mills with 85[

per cent alumina grinding media in the form of 5/8-inch dirm.nter spheres.

The mill cavity was 8 inches in diameter. Eacb-mill charge was as follows:

4600 gins -85 per cent alumina grinding media

1380 gins -transparent fused silica tubing cullet-

390 gins -deionized water I
The mitt charge was initially 82.6 w/o solids. The slip was ground at a mill

speed of approximtely 60 to 65 revolutions per minute, which is 60 per cent

of critical speed for the mi~l. Critical speed, the speed at which the rad.Lil

G forces on the grinding media cause them to ride the mill lining, is

calculated from I

:whoe w critical speod4, rpui, and.

R~ will inside radius, feet.

At intervals, 50 ml samples of slip werel withdrawn from one of the mills

and used for the determination of pfl and particle size distributioa. Particle

siz~ditriut-onswere chocked until menparticle, diameter had been,

indieatod, and in several cases the distvibutions were eteldd 'to fine~r

particle fractions* Analysis was based on ASTH V422., Plots O1 the particle

size distribucions for varioug milling times..are showin in Figure, 2-1.

1'gr -2 is a plot of mean particle diawor ao a funtion of ilnFigure2 Min
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time. All slips tended to settle badly until the mean particle diameter was

brought down to approximately eight microns.

'1 During milling, the particle size curves changed from an apparently

hi-modal distribution at 4 and 8 hours (refleottung a remnant feed

distribution) to the usual-log normal distribution.: As reported in the

literature 3/, slips with 10 to 15 per cent of. the particles larger than-

60 umdiameter were unstable and tended to -settle.. After 24 bouts. of milling,

this condition was no longer observedand the slip was stable. With. increased

milling time, the pHl of the slip shiftLed fron neutral to acidic as seenk f"

Figure 2-3. 1Te pHt appears to be a function. of. slip pArticle specific surface

and the degree of hydration of the particles..' Te final mean particle diameter.

of the slip was fitter than Would- be'used for cost hardwart, '3p1tcatiofls.-

Unortutlzawly, it is ot rossible directly to. scale-up, ball1 and. food

ad i&times to r-4todtto site oills. It i reayL
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2&&ph int .146S it study dha v~~a~ £~o'ut"d tChaclsai lp
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2.3.1 Chemical Analyses

Analyses of two technical grade an nine high purity fused silica

slips are shown in Table 2-2.. Analyses were made by emission spec troscop),t

with the exception of the alkalies, which were determined from flame photo-

metry. From these results, it can be seen that the term "high purity" when

used to describe the fused silica slip is somewhat of a misnomer. The

milling process ddds so many impurities that it becowas difficult to detect

the difference in chemical. aalyses between the two types. In Table 2-1,

there is an. order of magnitude diffeencc in de wAunts of CaO .and two orders 1

of magnitade difference in NgQ between the high purity and the technaical grade

f -used silica mill fead. l ter milling, the difference in alka line earth -!

Icontent. as ithown between the tto types in .Table 2-2 is coosiderably less. A.
U.sed on cthe slips presnted, U Table 2-2, the winiw value for the alk na

I arth oxide contant to he teehatal trade' wuwtial is 0.44 per ceat, whie

the mnfl-=z for -the nite h1jh-purity slips. is 0. 3 per cent. Whie an

Prca. - lii of -0 .S •a tin al .ltt ttr• oxd'. h

cst-bli" d as WU 4dary otvcnal technical grAde hi'jrt- ntcrtse

.- of t*vritio. fln is, t .#.rities lostd'

%a- \Ae

00 devitificaLio ckn thwa £Ifouut AM yp aitaIpurtie. iiitet'petsed

oWveu tho tusod silica grains during th e illing ptocoss.

Dovittifictioc tnY also bO Partially conzxolled by retuaen nys2llv

cutetpt~tt ttthe tachnical j-rade staifal. -htfr. it is nt possible.

to isolate fully U th OEVOL or tli 4tins in davitriticatlon Wste at this tine.
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2.3.2 Physical/Chemnical Properties

The physical and chemical properties of the saie, fused silica slips

are surmaarized in-Table 2-3. The pH- is prima-rily a function of particle-size

and, therefcre, surface area. More finely ground slips generally have lower

pH values. -The viscosity varies inversely with mean-particle diameter and-

directly with the weight per cent solids. It should be pointed out that this

holds true only for' slips milled with no attempt to control pH. Earlier

slips in somte instances. were made mre viscous by shifting the H'yai

p 9r base additions. Apparently the pil as a-restilt of.,:grnding results in a

minimum viscosity, maximum stability slI..

2.3,3 Particle Size and Distributio -'

The particles in*s fused. silica-slip will range from 50 to 60 P.

j on 'lown to sub micron sizes. The particles are of irregular, angular shape,V

often occurring in thin flakes as shown in Fj.gure .2-4. The .particl- size

w.distribution is- generally considered to be log normial and as a result' will

usually plot as a straight. line on log probability'as in Figure 21.The

particle size-distri.bution for-the nine slips described above is shown in

V igure 2-5.a plots of cumuative weight per cent undersize versus log -

diamaeter. T1' e measurements were made by the sedimentation/hydrometer method

Ofi specified in ASTil D422 with the exception of T1 and HP which were made

with 'a C )ulter Counter,. The distribution is quite similar, having approxi-

m.ately the same s lope in the straight line portion and diffezing only in

mean particle si.ze.

2A 'sd-Silic lipspecifications

A'fu9Od silca~s tlp spec-If kca ion prepared at Georgia Tech 1/is attached

2 -12
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as Appendix I. It should be noted that this specification applies only to

high-purity slips. Briefly, the specification requires that the slip meet

the following requirements.

1. A residue of not more than 5 weight per cent retained on a

-j- 325 mesh screen.

k2. A minlmum Si content of 99.5, with less than 50 ppm total

alkali metals, (sodium, potasium lithium) and less than

300- ppm total alkaline earth oxides (calcium and magnesia).

3. No detectable crystalline silica in the slip.

4. Maximum water content of 18 weight per cent.

Mean particle size can be specified to suit individual needs. For example,

thick shapes would require a larger mean particle diameter to avoid drying

~problems.

For technical grade slips, requirements are not as stringent, and the

recommendations of Murphy 2/ are generally sufficient. The major requira-

ments are:

1. Initial residual cristobalite content of less than I volume

per cent.

2. Devitrification rate such that c istobalite content less than 15

v/o after 3-1/3 hours at 2200* F (Note: this is not to imply

that 3-1/3 hours is a proper firing time for all slips, It

provides a good compromisu between density and cristobalite

content, and serves merely as a basis for comparison of properties).

2-16



3. A minimum modulus of-rupture of 3000 psi after 3-1/3 hours at

2200' F (In lieu of cristobalite measurements). This measurement

may be used as a single requirement. In general, higher strengths

can be obtained at longer sintering times, but optimum strength

for some materials has been obtained in as little as 2-1/2 hours.

Again, the requirement is merely a-minimum value for useful

hardware.

2.5 Slip Storage and Handling

Fused silica casting slip ahould be stored in polyethylene or similar

polymeric containers or in polyethylene-lined metal drums. The slip should

not be in contact with any metal. It is not necessary to keep the slip in

suspension except prior to use. The containers should be continuously rolled

or otherwise agitated for 48 hours for proper resuspension. Slip should not

be allowed to freeze since this apparently precipitates silicic acid from the

slip and-prevents casting of a dense body. The slip generally contains a

small portion of -4 +10 mesh material, which is slightly smaller than the

interstices in the grinding media bed. This material should be screened,

usually to -20 mesh, at the time the plaster mold is filled,

2.6 Slip A1ng

For reasons not yet understood, some fused silica slips have undergone

changes in viscosity, pH and sintering rate with age. The viscosity and pH

have tended to increase and decrease slightly, respectively over a period of

-sever l months, The sintering rate however increased steadily over the first

-two to three weeks, after which it leveled off. Since the viscosity and pit

changes'present uo particular difficulties in use, it is recommended that

slips-be used only after aging four weeks from date of manufacture.

2-17
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CHAPTER III

FABRICATION & PROCESSING

3.1 1,,roduction I
A numaber of different fabrication techniques have been used to produce

rebonded fused silica objects. Among these techniques are slip casting 1.2.3/.

aggregate casting A/, isostatic pressing 5.1./, hot pressing /,and electro-

deposition 6/. Of all these techniques, slip casting provides a product with

the highest strength, minimum cost and greatest ease of fabrication. With

Fthis technique, an aqueous suspension of finuiy ground particles (casting

slip) is poured into a plaster mold which defines the shape of the object

to be produced. Capillary action in the porous plaster draws water from the R

slip into the mold, increasing the solids content-of the a-lip adjacent to.

the plaster forming a solid wall. The thiv.knuss of the wall increases with:

the time the slip is-left in the.'mold. When sufficient thickiness has built

up, the excess slip is drained, leaving a denso but somewhat leathery shApe

in te add:ina :dyigtld.hesa e rigid and stronig enough

at an elevated tem~prature (1500 to 300*.F) and sintered to its fial dousityo

Sintering is usually accomplished at tem~peratures be Lwo-an 21000 and 23W.16 F.

3.2 Hold Fabrication

Ite wAster model is a pattern from which the plaster twld is cast.

it .ca efbaed fmoe vrtull ny:eablateri~c al. For most

................ 3.-1



applications, aluminum has been the most satisfactory material, due mainly

to its light weight in comparison with stainless steel and brass.. For long

production runs where durability is the main concern, stainless steel should5

be considered. Light weight fiberglass mandrels have been used, but these4

haerequired filling wihplaster to gain the rigidity necessary for with-

standing the rigors of pulling a large mandrel from the mold. Where weight

requirements have eliminated even aluminum, a cellulose-lignin laminate has

been successfully used. With bO~h this mandrel and fiberglass mandrels, the

surface has been varnished, sanded, and polished prior to use. With Metal

models, a high surface polish is necessary for use.

Since the drying and sintering shrinkage of slip-cast fused silica

uswully ranges from 1 to.2 per cent depending on the purity and the f inexiess

of the slip, models should be made correspondingly oversize to compe nsa te

Thew actual shrinkage should be diatermined ixom me urmen of tastbr

sintered at yaryiag time and tomperature Or, d8 au even oetter appt m ion

of a radom shape, a cylindor with the tUp. end closed., Tht data vill

oorma Ily be tan in conjuncetlon with mudulus of rupture and other prpart'

U413urements used to determinue optiMUM "Iitnttill Contditions 4P VpiAte for_

*.the. particular~vh dw*aro *od Use.

EOddesign should bek kopt.6s s itup I1p15 poat ible. -For inMLau- tw

-~t4? u ies i -u glt place, D~isks cau be caist by pin A SlWirt

tstlkt Of Me hyl-wrlwirylate Or POlyfCaboato Pipe osl a flat Plaaatvi turf5ce

t outemold cavity. F'or'prasisure casing, a M% u s L twt me ade to
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hold a cover plate over the mold cavity, and the alls of the mold should be

thick enough to withstand the internal pressure. For casting large shapes

(up to 50-inch long radomes), a 3-inch minimum plaster wall thickness has

been satisfactory for pressures up to 20 psi. Ve outer contour of the mold

should conform as closely as possible to the inner or casting surface. For N

example, an ogive radome could be cast in a conical mold or even a mold with i
its.. outer surface formed by portions of two cones. The uniform wall thickness

aids i obtaining a uniform wall tickness in the casting. The tendency

toward thicker walls in the tip area of radomes has. been attributed to the

greater hydrostatic head-at the tip when cast tip down. It is felt that this "I diterautial- pressure, while a contributiug tactor, is insufficient. to accout "

" for observed thickening. A, larger vold volume/rtold -surface ratio at, the tip

c also c .Ause this. A third possibility is that the th was are due

to a partice size gradienit that developsduiglgtmecsi.Te
lage arice wtfctoadie bottom and produce a casr slip int this V4

area l~t id -hasOWn that. co a~ar -slips cast. faster. than Linr

"...A- l-. -r e a. "

IArky goo* gad o totrial pattaiy plastr may bo used. The mixIj*1 isuulyMIAde up to SO Per. ccitt ceus tucowy (40 parts water/SO parts Plaster

bith) 1 At this cfii atdey approatastoly 1-500 sits pincber .4 00 got

'Or -. ".# .V~dQ A hi. r A.:a

" wate .CarVquired for 100 in Wi d old o . £ hi plntor-o- toter

Atjo ay. be use• to obtain Snter cld durability, but this greattr

duabit Ieuts in lowv wa ter absorption ad lowt casting rt .. Uty auJ t 14

t otifeot.of various viaiblet sucih as slig tie ui tite aae oflt t.
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on strength and absorption of the mold has been summarized in references ~
and 91, while additional information is available from plaster manufacturers.

Briefly the steps in mold preparation are:

1)Accurately weigh plaster and water. Variations in composition
'1can cause undesirable variations in casting properties of the

mold.

2)Sift the plaster into the water and allow to slake (soak).for

3 to 4 minutes. Sifting breaks up lumps, and slaking allows

thorough wetting of the plaster.

3) Nix th-ltr until it begina to "crecam" oraketin

t should IV thorouSW but shoUld1 iio' be. vigorouiseouht

entrain vi InR tetx THLixng usually requires 2 to 3m intes

4)Pour tIw oplastar into the moif plser -poured bWo

itSu ha hcee ficieatly, Sottliig. rosults 1-ign

ituw u iod* UC -toin ikut cotwd. Cot tooaL10%,aa

thc wlan uy"L btCtho wild C%. fillad CeOW-tskLo Iy Y
AA

shPoo-there tsll ba #. tialN.t.Y. oth modal to. $x- "mau tvro
'- Itho et* ykttac the pksdter , iaktng reovalI diticu&l U

m vos tth:6W prvt o totCooIIng A~c 41l possible rumodit. A

Mol aau m :imbe-heljt by::nig :::r tthsd -00

N
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Islake and mix time may have to be established for each mold configuration

since, for example, large batches must be poured early to insure filling

the mold completely.

Before use, the mold should be dried to a low moisture content, Drying

k *temperatures should be kept below 1200 F, particularly in the latter stages NP

of-drying, to prevent calcination of the plaster. Drying to a constant

weiht s te uualpractice, although drying to a. Igher mitr otn
roduizas the initial1 casting rate of the, mold, a desirable feature under some

Patig-usd $ijcA0 Parts

$UP.. li astins is a f ilat Atiou process and bals beei-a tdacrtb Od iti

derail from thia standp00ot by Adcock and *tc'd Io I h L t. ho vuil th iukawas

W I 4 iO direct-ly With xte squarp root oi astittg timc' Vt.

V.WVthe propuaionaulicy. cottnt X, Is. dttn by.

2>2

wI~er, f~ wporttynaatty constat

V vrssute drop acnosa 'Catt U411r Vioid ittoctton to cast "Itl
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Sp Specific surface of solids (by permeability measurements)

' = Viscosity of suspendine nedium

y volume of slip containing volume (1-B) of solids

G gravitational constant.

From this it follws that casting rates can be increased 1) by higher applied

pressure, and 2) by using a slip with a l rger mean particle diameter (lowerI. specific surfac 3). In the case where the driving process is only the

capillary suction in the plaster, the casting process is referred to as

drain casting, In cases where either pressure is applied to the slip orI where the back face of the wod is under vacum, the process is terted

.re ror vcu u assited casting. As a ul.o-t b shapes with wall• ',

4tckeetunder1-ic ore generally drain cast, whlile thicker shapes 4re

ppressure cast. Pressure casting holpa reduce the amount of setCtling of slip

-wi ck old cavity.

1U. uiui~ow mhod o f anab4lishimg the Casting tiWe for a gVivN t64all

ito trI4l casting tqt k$ot C-nit io' tv'ituro end

. tcet'ACut tMtw, 100 V), Po4a tA0 triAl, uAl thkhit:tetS alt Castin4 t iC4

A~~ Is o Vale for Oha I'Luat cagt4t~ tiv e ftA tt *d itv-

'a..

dw -th Oss

2 -t
. ,,,-- . .. e~n.,,.ll thickn e$A,

trial castlng time

a required Catfstim.
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Fleming L1/ studied the casting rate of a 7.5uW mean particle diameter slip

at applied pressures of from 0 to 60 psi. This work indicated that for dra-in

casting, wall thickness could be expressed asIF

Wv 0.0480 -2.7- 0.0207 (3-4) P

whore W wall thickness (inches)

t 0 casting time (minutes).

It k'r presisure cascin;., the wall thickness can be, approxiuted by

W 0,012 ' * Q.047(3)

Otre g age pressure (psi).

This is -21 AppxoxizvAtiol-, $into tue jnt'opoctivwtality vontstant- i 110t exc .tl 4

liotfncina p.Ii Wio Aeta tributed to two mt.anisa. Adcock -*

aL VWin _ 1 t:4ie~t that Cnw1 Suction Of tile plaster inoV40cw With

00 rusat tta vot t4nipettet&'-- *-

£'4uattons t14 and 34 are plottad in Et'unt 3-1- limso Cturvo4 Providd a

Igood basis for. predixtto8 trial Cntiog6 tit, Whoo i.stog theus'Oe urvs iI shold ureser that slipti With ~aWilt't~ dina "Ci &vAtcr 1140A 7I.$,iii
usuwity castt at U rate kioter thau that Oitsni, U441l0 vaire i -gy ;owlv4 slips

Ivill cast worc sleviy4  llthse curvt Aro gcortalty ztcra~to vo t U0 par tent

ior $It,*$ 'With mwAan oarticle 4iantavs ttow 7 s.
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Fleming L1/ studied the casting rate of; 7.50 mean particle diameterslip

at- a plied prossures of from 0 to 60 psi, This'work -indicated that for dren

casting, wall thickness could be expressed as

W 0.048 2 - 0.0207 (3-4)

where W = wall thickness (inches)

casting time "(minutes). "

ForJpressure casting, the wall thickness can be approximated by

W 0.012 /U - 0.047 (3-.5)

where P_ gage .presstire (psi).

This is an approximation, since the proportionality constant is not-exactly a

linear function of P. This has-been attributed totwo mechanisms. Adcock

.. and McDowell 1O/ indicate that the auction of the plaster-increases with. :

increasing pressure, while Fleming'sdata indicate that porosity in the cast'

wall increases with pressure. Both mechanisms would result in higher

proportionality constants than would bL expected,

Equations 3-4 and 3-5 are plotted in Figure 3-1. These curves provide a

good basis for predicting trial casting times. When using these curves, one

should remember that slips w$Lh mean particle diameter greater than 7.5 mwill.

usually cast at'a rate higher-than that shown, while more finely ground slips

will cast more slowly. These curves are, generally accurate to k 10 per cent

for alips with mean particle diamters'from 7-8 1m.

3.7
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3.3.2 3i2 Casting

At this Point, the mold is ready for use. The slip, which has been

thoroughly dispersed by rolling agitation for 48 hours or until all settled

solids are back in suspension, is then poured through a 20 mesh screen or

finer to remove large pieces of fused silica which are usually present. For

drain ca, ting, the slip is simply pou~id into the mold, and the mold is

covered with -a damp cloth to prevent formation of a skin on the liquid surfaca.

- For.pressure casting,, the slip is usually pumped into the mold from an outside.

resetVoir. In casting hollow shapes such as cylinders or radomes, it is

usually desirable to plac. a displacement mandrel in the center of the mold

to reduce the mold cavity volume and thereby, the volume of slip required.

After casting to the desired wall thickness, determined either from casting

time or in pressure casting by measuriing weight loss in the slip reservoir,

the excess slip must be removed from-the mold. With small shapes such asI crucibles or 12 to 18-inch long radomes, this may be done by inverting the

mold and pouring off the excess while holding the cast shape in the mold.:1 With larger shapes, the slip is usually removed from the mold by siphoning

or vacuum suction. The slip drained from the mold cavity after casting has

been ",scalped" of coarser particles, and reuse of this material will lead to

drying problems. Small shapes can usually be removed from the mold and dried

at room temperature overnight. Larger shapes, because of the leathery

condition o- the walls, should be dried in the mold until shrinkage ceases

before removal from the mold.

The method of drain casting each radome varies with Its size and wall

thickness requirements, but the mold is usually rotated from a tip-up or

tip-down position to tha opposite position by turning the mold sometime

tMt
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during the casting operation. A typical pressure casting set up to allow

this is shown in Figure 3-2. in some cases, the mold rotation is simply for

other cases, the mold is rotated during the casting operation in attempts to

minimize wall thickness gradients due to particle settling. Rotating the mold

with a green radome can result in the green wall's pulling away from the mold

when the long axis of the radome is horizontal to the floor. This problem can

-usually be eliminated by making certain that the radome mold is not rotated

unless the mold is full of slip and under air pressure or unless the radome

has thoroughly dried in the mold.

If the purpose of rotation is to minimize wall thickness gradients,

filling of the mold may be accomplished in either a radome tip-down (as shown

in Figure 3-2) or tip-up position depending on previous determinations as to

what is the best position for entry of fill ubes into the mold. After

filling, the mold is left in position for some specified period of time then

rotated 180 degrees for another specified period of time. Rotation can be

accomplished as often as necessary provided the mold remains full of slip

and pressure (above atmospheric) is retained on the slip in the mold. The

normal procedure is to and up with the mold in a tip down position. The

excess slip is drained out through the tip (if the final shape requires a

hole in the tip of the radome) or is pumped from the mold. The green casting

is then allowed to dry thoroughly in the mold. During this drying period,

the green radome is supported by the mold walls as it shrinks in drying.

After this drying phase is completed, a firing base is attached to the open

(base) end of the mold, and the mold is rotited to a tip up position. The

maximum stress on the radome wall occurs when the long axis of the radome

3-0.....



TO RESERVOIR

DRAIN VALVE-N,

AIR INTAKE OR
FILL VALVf1-

*1 PRESSURE PLATE

PLASTER MOLD

*.. -- AIR INTAKE OR FILL TUBE

MOLD SUPPORT

Figure 3-2. Typical 1Pressure Casting 'etup for Slp C.a's;ting

1 Fused Silica Radome.
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4 " -I7( .'1 .an mold are in a horizontal position. It is assumed, however, that the dry

-radome, s sufficient strength to withstand this stress. The mold is lifted

away from the radome in preparation for further drying or firing.

j In some cases dueto radome geometry, wall thickness, and final tolerance

.-requirements, itis desirable to move the freshly cast radome as little as

possible so as to prevent any possibility of stressing the walls of the green

'casting. In this case the radome is cast, dried and fired with the tip up

-at-.all times. The radome mold is not moved from filling until the radome is

dried- The main purpose of this 'technique is to eliminate any strains in

. the radome'that might occur due to wall flexing during mold rotation. The

mold is filled and drained from the base end. The radome remains in the

mold until it has dried sufficiently to withstand movement without flexing

its walls.

As soon as the excess slip is removed, the radome casting begins to

dry and shrink away. from the walls. The mold walls provide no support.

Therefore, 'it is most important that the mold not be moved or vibrated in

any manner for several hours. For satisfactory completion of drying and for

removal of the radome from the mold, the pressure plate and internal displace-

ment mandrel used in casting must be removed. Special handling tools and

techniques Are required to be sure the radome does not fall out of the mold

during this operation.-

3. rin

Drying is a critical portion of the iabrication process, particularly

for large shapes. At the end of casting, the pore spaces in the cast part

are MilW with water, and a thin film of water surrounds each particle.

3-12



Since the particles are not in direct contact but are cushioned by a water

layer, the cast part has very little strength and will slump slightly if

removed from the mold. At this point, castings from slips with 7 to 8 Pm

mean particle diameters will contain approximately 8.5 to 10 per cent water,

depending on the packing efficiency of the particle size distribution.

As drying progresses, water is removed from the system, bringing the

particles closer together until-finally, at the "critical moisture content,"

the particles are in contact. Numerous studies have indicated that the bulk

of the drying shrinkage occurs during this period. Measured values for drying

shrinkage of castings from 7 to 8ur mean particle diameter silica slip%

indicate drying shrinkages in the range from 0.05 to 0.1 per cent. Since

these measurements were referenced to model size rather than actual mold size,

the linear drying shrinkage is more probably in the range from 0.2 to 0.4

per cent, allowing for plaster raold setting-expansion of approximately 0.2

per cent. This small shrinkage corresponds to a small moisture reduction on

the order of 0.5 to-0.7 per cent. At this point, and certainly by the time

1.0 per cent moisture has been removed from the cast part, the part may be.

safely removed from the mold.

Thus the two most important poin's in drying large slip-cast fused silica

shapes are:

(1) Drying should be carried out in the mold until the moisture

content drops below the critical point (from 0.5 to I per

cent loss).

(2) Drying rate during this time should be slow enough that moisture

gradients across the cast wall are not large enough to cause

- 3-13



cracking from differential shrinkage. These conditions are

difficult to estimate or define from existing data and must be

determined by trial and error for the particular part and mold

I, configuration used (drying rate is also restricted by mean

particle diameter. More finely ground slips will form cast

parts with smaller and, therefore, less permeable pores).

After the critical moisture content is reached, the part may be rapidlyv

dried. Small shapes have been successfully dried at 3500 F, but for most

shapes it is recommended that drying temperatures be kept below 1250 F.

After the moisture content has been reduced to 1 or 2 per cent, the part

should be dried to at least 2500 and preferably 350* F before sintering.
The dried part must be handled with care as it has low strength.

Fleming Ll/ reports a dry strength of approximately 160 psi at a POT( sity
3__'*' of 17.8 per cent(' 1.81 gm/cm ),while Pivinskii and Gorobets 12/ report

values from 425 to 1065 psi at bulk densities from 1.92 to 2.03.gm/cm I'

(Flemings values are more consistent with bulk densities achieved wi th

coamraially available slips). Hiarris,, eL al. 13/. reported dynamic Younga

moduli from .4. 2 to 5.6 x 10~ psi at bulk densities from 1.845 -to 1.852 gm/cm3.

Te following are offered as examples of frying problems that have: been

encountered:t

SExample 1: In fabricating 18-inch diameter by 1-inch thick plate$ and

12 x'24 x 3/4-inch plates, drying-warpage and cracking were severe. The

warpage resulted from shrinkage on the face exposed to air. The problem was

solved by two-similar methods. First, the cast disk was sadwiched between

two 1-1/2-inch thick slabs of plaster. SaWaedkoin wool fiber was used

3-.14



to separate the part and plaster slabs. The part was allowed to dry through

the plaster. The slow drying (up to 2 weeks) eliminated warpaae and cracking.

Similarly, the rectangular plate was left in the mold and covered with a

layer of wet kaolin wool, followed by a wet plaster slab. Again, the

resulting slow drying eliminated warpage and cracking.

Example 2: An 18-inch base diameter by 52-inch high radome shape crcacked

both in the mold and after removal from the mold. Cracking was eliminated

by leaving the mold cavity sealed for 5 days. At this time the displacement
mandrel could be'removed without stressing the shape, and the shape could be

safely removed and dried at room temperature. In. this case, leaving-the shape

sealed in the mold and undisturbed for 5 days was sufficient wo dry the shape

past the criti.cal moisture-cot

Example 3i The :shape 'desc ribed in. the previous example, vas cast fr...o...

a slip e. hibiting, aging, by a* radome =,nufacturar. A tinr aldspe

_18--inch btase diameter by 40-incht in length was east at Georgia Tech- usiftg.

slip row Ilia samebw h libt cases drying had.:to be lengthened to

the eks. The dryin conditions- autoide die mold wero io thp raage 0

to 950 P and.30 td 50. per cent relative humidity.: The'excremo drying tifte

sugsted an -abunduice of sub-mievon partie.n espbtaate

* site analysis by aedfin.utation and scaing -electron mierascope failed to

* confirm this. Drying time le". than. threie weeks rsulted in -lougitudinal

crsoka to the'r*&wm wall on rtwaval fro.tha dold.

3 .5 Vitrn

Smaearing is rhe further conso1idation of the aggregate of fine particles
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of amorphous silica upon heating. This heating is normally carried out at

temperatures between 2100* and 2300" P.

aDuring sintering, a mechanical bond is formed between the particles of

the casting, increasing both density and mechanical p-operties. The sintertng

process is affected by a number of variables. Among them are chemical purity

of the fused silica, time and temperature of sintering, sintering atmosphere,

and particle size of the silica slip. Since many of the physical and

mechanical properties of the sistered casting are soumehat interdependent,

it is not possible to reach'optimal property levels for all properties

simltaueously. For example, maximum flexural strength is reochad under

conditions different from those necessary for minimum porosity. For this

reason, siatering schedules must be determined by the end use of the casting.

E..ting. sintering, -two cometing. processes are occurring as shown"

.- sch matically in Figure 3-3. First, strengthening is oarring by an

incvn~ase -in the bond botwccn particles and by a resulting increase in the

density of teasti, both. due to sinterig. The second press i -

g dvttrtiieation; at -tempersares- over 2000, F vitreous silica CrystalliZOe.

to fom i-csiobai-te. When the casting i- cooled, the .0-cridtobalite

changes to a higher de.it foi otcrcistobalite between 4060 and-4 30'? . ..... .

-(2 -00:to 258' C) h accopanying 3 per Gent volue shrikag" is s•i "ent Fto set-up -tcrocracks in the structure a to weaken it noticeably. At sm. .. .I point III sinterlag, the strengthening effect of sintering is balanced by .

che weakening effcct -Of cetiewbalite, and property va~ues begin to fall. In 1

th. . ,y,. ptoperty values such as todlus, of rupture, tensile strength,

youngs. Iodulus, etc., ail. .each sxai a values, folloved by. a decline. in .

property levels as sintering continues.

~~~~.. . ....: . . .. . . . .
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3.5.1 Effect of Chemical Purity on Sintering

Since the amount of cristobalite formed during sintering limits

the amount of densification and strengthening during sintering, variations

tn the devitrification rate will determine limits on these properties. As

discussed in Chapter 2, there are significant differences in the chemical
analyses of technical grade and high purity slips. These differences are
refLected in the devitrification rates of castings mode from the two materials

as shown in Figure 3-4, The curve for the technicagrade material reflects

data from a large number of technical grade slips produced over a period of "

10 years. 'he currently available technical grade slips trend towards the j
right hand or lowest rate portion of the broad band, 'he high purity slips 4

j show a4 Similar spread ofvalues (distorted by the log scae, but the actal

rates.are mch lowerpermittig lon aintering times nd higher valuet; for.

mdulus-of ruptrae and bulk density, as :elilo wet values for porosity._G •i t.term p~ropertes+of -th to taerisla +Aro,4o mvd in Figures I3t5. 3-6+ +
jj~ 3 J &-to wt..en as pniiAocd at the loweir teuen rnruxe,. but

At 240"' Y the dtflenmer are quite apparet. At 220'P the techni-al: ad

,lip go*s zhr.og a port*y -turou gile th high Purity slip contiA to f
dfcese. At 2400 the techn ic Irade slip wtaebus a mknisas oroittyof
Around 10 pair tout, ad th Uh purity storial winters to les• ta On

per Cent -por os ity. Similar behavior toA hown for bulk dntsty. -in both. cases

-the mver I i t4 bulk denstiy and porosity cue.. for-the tethnial gord, "

mter.l it belitved to result fom exe .ve -cristobe.lW fomto , (tt -olloved

by the bejinning of tititertog at awich tloner race. in the ctriatobslitee

Si.le the modulus of rupture cures , reac siilar usiw at the lover taper -

Wt "

toe'"ie , orth hghpok ma"ili "c raealeigur
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easily controlled sintering. At the higher temperature, the high purity slip

sinters tu a higher modulus of rupture before excessive cristobalite formation

occurs.

3.5.2 Effect of Time and Temperature on Sintering

Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show time-temperature-property level surfaces

for porosity and modulus of rupture for a high purity slip with a mean

particle aize-of 7 m. Both figures show that-by increasing temperature

greater densification and strengthening is achieved. This result is due to

the difference in activation energies for sintering and devitrification.

Values for high purity slips were calculated as approximately 65 and

115 kcal/mole, respectively, by Harris and Theil-ing 13/. The higher

activation energy for devitrification indicates that for a given increase

in temperature the sintering rate will be increased more than the devitri-

fication rate. In terms of Figure 3-3, the effect is to shift the. maximum

point further to the right.

For Figure 3-8, contours of porosity versus -time-at constant temperature

are concave upward at low temperatures. As temperature increases, the curves

become more linear until over a short interval a section with a concave-

downward ttu-vature is obtained. Such curvature is due to the beginning of

formation of significant numbers of closed pores, which permit uliminatton of

open porosity at bulk densities below theoretical density. Closed poreq

appear to be formed beginning at porosity levels of 9 to 10 per cent. This

is in agreement with theoretical predictions 16/.

Ir Figure 3-9, contoi rs of modulus of rupture versus time at constant

temperature show a steady increase in maximum value and a correc'ponding
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Figure 3-9. Modulus of' Rupture as a Function of' Sintering Time and Temperature
for Hi1gh Purity Slip-Cast Fused Silica with 7 Micrometer mean
Particle Diameter.
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decrease in peak breadth with increasing temperatures. At high temperatures,

control of sintering time becomes increasingly critical, requiring a necessary

trade-off of modulus of rupture and reproducibility of sintering conditions.

3.5.3 Effects of Atmosphere

The densification and devitrification rates for fused silica are

affected by moisture and oxygen content af the surrounding atmosphere in much

the same way as by temperature. A number of authors consider correct

stoichiometry to be a prerequisite for devitrification 17,18,19/. In their

view, most fused silicas, particularly the silicas produced by flame fusion

processes, are ox:ygen deficient and must be oxidized-in order for devitrifi-

cation to proceed. By this view, water vapor serves as a source of oxygen.
Another view :is that the weakening effect of hydroxyl units in the silica

glass structure catalyzes devitrification 18,20/. In either event, the

effects are similar. Figures 3-10 and 3-11 show bulk density and modulus

of rupture versus time for a 7-micron mean particle diameter technical grade

slip. As expected, steam provides enhanced sintering, while argon retards

sintering. Higher water partial pressure would be expected to provide further

enhancement, while vacuum sintering would be expected to retard sintering

further.

3.5.4 Effect of Particle Size on Sintering

Slips with Cower meAn~rarticle diameters have greater specific

surface area and a greater nuber of particle-particle contacts. This results

in an increased sintering rate, particularly in the early stages of sintering.

Figure 3-12 shows elastic modulus versus sintering time for three high purity

slips with mean particle sizes of 4, 7 and 17 Wm. The bulk density and
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modulus of rupture curves show corresponding increases in slopes during the

earliest portion of sintering. Despite the increased surface area of the

more finely ground slips, no measurable effect of particle size on

devitrification rate has been observed.

3.5.5 Selection of Sintering Conditions

The selection of sintering condit~ions must be dictated by the

property requirements of the finished item, as well as by the capabilities of

the fabricator's kilns. Figures 3-13 through 3-19 show room temperature values

of bulk density, pv.osity, modulus of rupture.. and dynamic Young's modulus of

elasticity for a technical grade slip and two high purity slips sint.:-red at

several temperatures foir varying times. These illustrate the interdependence

of several properties and can be used to establish tentative sintering

schedules. Because of variations in temperature profiles and sintering

characteristics in various fabricator's kilns, an actual sintering tichaduleI

must be determined by making trial firings with either the desired part or

a4 similar shape. Radomes, for instance, may be replaced with closed-.end

cylinders for initial tests, 'The sintering temperature is again d4upendent 1
.on the actual hardware item..-For example, one property which must be

controlled in a radome is its dielectric constant. The dielectric constantj

is a function of the final bulk density. To insure a reproducible dialee-

trio constant, 88 well as precise physical dimensions which will minimize

machining, sintering should be carried out at tempeiatures f roA 22000 to

22500 P, where sintering, rates are slow enouh that sintering times can be

L. ontrolled adequately. On the other havid, for a crucible application, where

porosity should- be minimal, the sintering temperatures should be in the range

3-3C
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of 23000 to 2500° F to insure an impervious part with some degree of

mechanical strength.

With its low thermal expansion coefficient, it is virtually impossible

to thermal shock a slip-cast fused silica part. Therefore, where bottom-

loading kilns are available, thoroughly dried parts may be placed in a furnace

preheated to the sintering temper.ture and-removed and air quenched after

sintering.*

All of the data reported here were taken from slip-cast fused silica

sintered in silicon carbide, electrical resistance heated kilns. Some

co nercial fabricators have used gas fired kilns, but it is felt that with

the variations in flue gas moisture content and their effect on sintering

more precise control is available with electrically heated kilns (see 3.5.3).

PRECAUTIONARY NOTE: All of the data reported here for high purity fused

silica slips were developed from non-aging slip, the material which has been

used for the great bulk of high purity slip-cast fused silica. It is possible

for slips which exhibit aging to exh.bit a higher sintering rate than normal.

Sintering times on the order of 60 to 70 per ttent of the predicted terms have

been observed. For this reason it should be emphasized that SINTERING

CONDITIONS SHOULD ALL WAYS BE VERIFIED WITH TRIAL FIRINGS BEFORE PRODUCTION

HARDWARE IS SINTERED, and sintering conditions should be rechecked-periodically

to insure that both material sintering rates and kiln conditions are remaining

constant,

From a standpoint of minimizing property variations across the wall of a

rodome or other part, i' is desirable to, control heatizr rates at sintering

temperatures so that the backside temrerature remains within 10' F or so of

the frontface temperature. To solve the necessry- heat conduction

3-,8



relationships, Boland 21/ has prepared a series of charts shown in Figures 3-20,

3-21 and 3-22. When using these charts, one calculates the value for the

horizontal axis from the known temperature conditions. Once this value is

2
obtained, the appropriate value of Yr/R may be read off the vertical axis of

the chart. From this time, heating rates may be calculated for the desired

conditions. Examples of the type calculations that can be made are shown

below.

Example 1

Property gradients can be minimized in slip-cast fused silica by

minimizing the temperature differences in the silica whenever any part of the

silica is at a temperature where the cristobalite growth rate is significant.

Suppose a slip-cast fused silica radome with a wall thickness of 0.75 inch

is to be fired at 22000 F. Cristobalite does not form rapidly at 20000 F

or below, and the radome may be heated to 20000 F in almost any manner which

is convenient. It would probably be most economical to heat the silica in

the shortest possible time. Therefore, suppose the surface of the radome

will be raised to 20000 F suddenly (as rapidly as possible), and then, after

a suitable soak at 20000 F, the surface of the radome will be raised to

2200' F at a constant rate. How long should the radome be soaked at 22000 F?

Suppose the available experimental data indicate that the radome should

be soaked at 20000 F until the backside temperature comes up to at least

19900 F.

A maximum allowable temperature differential of 100 F during initial
heating has proven to be satisfactory at Georgia Tech for the firing of
slip-cast fused silica components up to 0.75 inches in thickness.
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Code.-a Thermal Diffusivity
r =Firing Time

k£ Wall Thickness
3.0Ti = Initial.-Temperature

Ts = Surface Temper'ature
:o\Terminal Backside

T) Temperature
2.8

Q2

2A4

2...2

2.2

0.0001 0.0002 010005 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.01
T5  

1 0

Figure 3-20. Transient Heat Conduction~ in a 1Radorne 'Initially at Temperature
Ti, aa External Surface is Held at Temperature T while Internal
Surface is Insulated. (Reference 21, page 20.)
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1.5Code: aThermal Diffusivity

rFlriunj Time
R Radius of Bar

Ji Initial Temperature
-o Surface Temperature

1.4 '1 Terminal Temperature
t rj offBar

1.3[
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1.2j
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- T( r 0)11

TI- Tt

Figurte 3-21l. Transien~t Heat Conduction in a Cylindrical Tes'. Blar,
Initially at Temperature Ti as the Surface is Held
at Temperature T .(Ref'erence 21, page 21.)
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Code: a =Thermal Diffusivity
Heating Time

Q Wall Thickness of Radonie
10 R Radius of Bar

Ti. = Initial Temperature
Tf Final SurfaceO Temperature

TIx.01 =Terminal Backside
8 1 t=TJ Temperature for Radonie4

Tt Terminal Temperature
at Center of Bar

6 3 aT

R2

is 2

21

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6

Figure 3-22. Transient Ifeat Conduc'tion in a IRadome or Cylindrical Test Bar
Initially at Temperature Ti, as the Su~rface is Raiised to a
Temperature T at a Cons9tant Rate. (Reference 21, page 22.)
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Then the question can be answered by referring to Figure 3-20:

Ts 2000* F(3)

T 1990O FP37X± 0(37
t= TI

T1 700 F (3-8)

T -T
s x 0

t 10 (3-9)
- T 1930 0.00052

s i

21%z2.72 (from Figure 3-20) (3-10)
2

T . 2  2.72 ( 12ft 0. 93 hr. (-1
0.0114 ft /hr

The soak time at 20000 F need be only about 56 minutes. This number is con-

servative as the minimum value of the thermal diffusivity of the silica was

used (ay 0. 0114 f t /hr) L/.

Example-2

How fast can the surface temperature of the radome, described in Exeimplie

1, be raised from 2000' to 22000 F, assuming the radome is initially at 20000 F

uniformly?

Suppose the avaeable experimental data indicate a maximum allowable

1 4
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temperature differential of 200 F in the radome while the temperature of the

radome is, at any point, above 2000" F. Then the questi'on can be answered

by reforring to Figure 3-22:.

Tf 22000 F (3-12)

0= 21800 F (3-13)

T 20000 F (3-14)

Tf

5.0 (f row, Figure 22), (3-16)
2

T~ (t ft2  171 hr. (3-17)

The surface temperature of the radome should be raised from 20000 F to 22000 P~

at a rate no faster than 2000 F/1.71 hr 20 F/mmn

Suppose a cylindrical test bar of fusbd silica, in'tially at 20000 F

Amaximu~m allowable temperature differential of 20* F at temperatures
above 20000 F appears marginal for slip-cast fused silica radornes.0.75 inches

in thikut~ss based on experience at Georgia Tech usiing electric kilns.
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uniformly, is heaLd to 22000 F in the same manner as the radome in Example

2. What size test bar would give rise to the same temperature differential

as experienced by -he radome (200 F)?

Referring to Figure 3-22

T I 2.5
R2  (3-18)

R 1~ (1.71 hr) Q0.0114 ft /h!) 0.8 0 t

2.5 . 88t (3-19)

The radius of the test bar should be approximately 1.06-inch.

Exale 4

Suppose the test bar in Example 3 was originally at room temperature

(700 F), and suppose the bar was first heated by suddcJIy raising the surfaco

temperature to 2000' F. How long must the bar be subjec ted to this cordition

before the ceniter of the. bar comea up to at least 1990* FT

Referring to Fiuz~ 34#1

T 2000* P (3-20)

T 700 F P-?

It -1900 0.00052 (-3

Ts 1 1930
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1.42 (from Figure 3-21) (3-24)
i R2

1.42R 1.42 (0.088 f t) 2• i• .42 4 0. 96 hr (3-25)
a 0.0114 ft2!hr

The soak time need be only about 58 minutes, which is only slightly Longcr

than the soak time for the radome considered in Example I when subjected to the

same conditions.

3.6 Nachining of Slip-Cast Fused Silica

j Although slip-cast fused silica parts can be match cast to fairly close .

tolerances, some degree c f finish uachining i s often required. Such finishinw

thould be carried out in a manner that wYil prevent contamination of the part.

For this reason distilled water is the preferred coolant, In additIon ,

tooling f.xtures, particularly those parts in contat1 with tihe silica should

i made from nion farzous materials.. Diawond grinding with low (i000-2000 fm)

wheal spoeds and low material feod rates has proven aatisactory, -t"Uph so"e

manufacturers report satisac tory results with, dose iiicon carbide heo l.

Feed races are limited by the thickness of the part,-sanco eftpratively l-Ov

grinding pressure nan cause tensile failure at the back side of the Part. .

'onitcal shapes with 0.076-inch walls have boon .ueossfully tchtned, but

it is felt that this approaches a lower limit on wall thickness. ater

machining, parts should be dried and, it size permits, leached with dilute

(3:1) aqua regia to romove all traces of grinding wheel debris. Orying

followed by heating to 1000" F is usually sufficient to tmowve =ost organic

coutazMiants such as grease.
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3.7 Sealing of Blanks

One of the major problems in using slip-' ttfused silica for radome

applications is the fact that it is a porous material, subject to water

absorption. In the a rea of strengths and densities of concern for radomeA

applications, this porosity may range from 3 to 12 volume per cent,

tjOne method-of seal-ing fused silica Is to fuse -the surface using an arc-

plasma jet oroyctlnxoc 2,Ti produces a dense~, glassy layer

Cwith Uo.conm(icted porc6e. Thi -type of sealin ha~a tU advantage of produe in

I sea wich will wivha1tat4d -the, nine temperatures a the res~va i -elf.

Vlie disadvantages 41-*0 -thait i 6cpnvutieco"-us'i1 and dtf fz%. t

ti-ot imWossibe. -to salthe tUner surfeu of a *narply pinte radow

Aos, abdine *th 3 'the. rai t gio -Aes 4 istanOE is3 decrefase3 / by th

L.AVy6r t-is roc&ne htthe par. t$ be -lte be proheated.t 2OQ- F,

V '~ipc coois to )UQ to otedfticisi.Yr i-i obiat.kr

-ml 4h thc *ttrs free~~u, this. y* of tis ob r*ene a

-yN*ost ra~oin upplikniozs At* at one tWOme ueoA&y, ioA the rd~,dr

vith terest o~f Uh. toil, is dSOated S AJ ti Oed of te mzission. Po4

this YP4 of aplieion, the surfatce c~tn be sleuuing tilico"\ tcshs* U81.

%10es6 uterta e4n be' appl ied at towca t apecro and cured at ecbcr~tc

teptcrs 4? ) AU- cOAttg at*e esil applied to the outsi-de. Oi

the rathzt by sprayi4 &4 to. the inside by brushinag or spraying. Tinl

coactl ius do no& degrade the elvetatical chsraccetcs of the wokWAe, AMd

the materia will bun out at hypotsonic velocities,
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III ' p
- A coating of this type is Dow Corning 80e silicone resin. The resin

is prepared for spraying by diluting three parts resin with one part xylene.

The resin is sprayed on in several thin coats, allowing the solvent to

evaporate between coats. The resin is cured a minimum of one hour at 475' F.

Note: Since the resin does not dry tack free before cure, the coated part

must be handled in such a manner as to avoid marring the coating.

A second method of zealing witt..W dlicone resin is to impregnate the

-- lp-cast fused silica ith a resin such'as General Electric SR&?. A

radome mAy be impregnated by, iverting the radome andl filling with resin. te

re"s. is then allowed t soak trough nil the outside surhce is wt At '

this point, te excess resin t drained and the pai dried and cured as follos; -.-'

a4 hour% Swak at 1o a- Z59 F

6 heucs iriwtest (rom 100 to )0( k

3 hou~rs #oak 4t 3O(01 V

5 u~raintrss tN~M340 to 46V P

l a4 ntn -sealin twdatho si oo toqnt to ?aVo4ucv0 nog4etn u n

-A. oof rkwoe S.1k

'e othat rA ofnt i$ tcd silica t,.ntiOUe ttouuout this a*IW~i att.-

TheO tenuiwoa glAe'- work t ml m o ikica as; used t in I-dna ort

.veut to tcar or tranluweut n*~p~i Slla p4eowro4 by tteitin; 4url- Uwer

- . " : -" . "....-.3 -..' 1
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extremely high temperatures and/or vacuum to remove air and give a dense

transparent or translucent product. This type of product is used primarily

for optical and chemical applications.

3.8.2 Fused Silica Foam

Two types of fused silica foam are commercially available.

(1) Closed pore glassy foam can be prepared by carbonaceous forming of a

silica melt. (2) Open pore foam is prepared by entraining air in fused silica

slip at room temperature, .following by drying and sintering. This type of

open pore fused silica foam can be produced in a range of densities from

3
25 lb/ft up to the density of slip-cast fused silica. It is available

commercially in densities of. 30 and 50 lb/ft
3. Property data given in this

manual for fused silica of less than 115 lb/ft 3 density is for open pore

fused silica foams. M
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CHAPTER IV

SLIP-CAST FUSED SILICA PROPERTIES

4.1 Introduction

The thermal and electrical properties of sintered slip-cast fused silica

are density dependent but may vary somewhat due to the type and size of pores

present. The mechanical properties are generally density dependent but may

vary more due to the degree of sintering. The degree of sintering is dependent

on particle size distribution and solids content of the fused silica slip,

impurity levels in the fused silica grain used to make the slip, other

impurities picked up during processing of the slip an, the slip-cast piece,

sintering time and sintering temperature. Sintering, as discussed in Chapter

III, is limited by the competing process of crystalline grain grow . -

(cristobalite). The growth rate of cristobalite:. can be so rapid as to prevent

optimum sintering (See 3.5); in this case, marimum densities and:strengths will

not be reached. Because the density of cristobalite is 2.36 g7m/cc, relatively-

large quantities of cristobalite will increase the bulk density of the overall

cast piece but the piece will have a large -orosity and will have very little

strength due to the inversion and volume change of cristobalite in cooling to

room temperature.

Other major material factors that affect the strength -values obtained for

a given ceramic material are microstructure) surface finish, and specimen size.

in addition certain external conditions also influence the strength value.

The conditions which are most critical are test tempera:uic and the various

factors involved in pvocessing the ceramic prcduct. Finally, the test method

used to obtain the strength data also influeinces the magnitude and repro-

ductibility or the data.
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* 4.2 Mechanical Properties

4.2.1 Room Temperature Properties

4.2.1.1 Elastic Modulus. The room temperature elastic modulus of

slip-cast fused silica has been determined dynamically on hundreds of slip-

cast fused silica specimens of both "high purity" and commercial grade.

- Static elastic modulus measurements have been made on a smaller number of

samples, but these, in general, agree well with dynamic measurements and

are usually within 5 to 8 per cent.

Elastic modulus is a function not only of density but also of how well

the specimen is sintered. Figure 4-1 shows the room temperature dynamic

elastic modulus with respect to bulk density for numerous "high-purity" and

commercial grade specimens, and Figure 4-2 shows elastic modulus as a function

of density for both slip-cast and foamed "high-purity" fuse- silica.

As-cast and dried "high-purity" slip-cast fused silica has a density of

35
113 to 115 lb/ft and a dynamic elastic modulus of 4 to 5 x 10 5 psi. Under

A,!

. initial sintering there is very little increase and, in some cases, a slight

S'I : decrease in density while the elastic modulus is increasing rapidly to 1.8

, ';2.0 x 106 psi. As sintering continues bulk density begins to increase

-.. nd elastic modulus continues to increase but at a decreasing rate. For

high-purity slip-cast fused silica, the rate of increase with buti Iensity

3
becomes logarithmic from about 124 lb/ft Lo nearly theoretical density of

y 3
139 lb/ft . This portion of the curve can be described in terms of porosity

I by

E (10.5 x 10 )e "-3. 2P 4-1

whe r p volume fraction pores.
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A straight line connecting the upper portions of the slip-cast and foam

data in Figure 4-2 is also' described by Equation (1). Walton 1/suggests

that the exponent for any ceramic should be in the range -4p, to -7p and

*Gannon et~ al. 2/ used a value of -6.6p todecrb the elzasic mouus c.urve

they obtained for technical grade silica. The exponent of -3.2p indicates a

vast improvement in elastic modulus over previous work. By starting with a

foam composition rather than slip-cast material it is possible to sinter "high-

purity" rebonded fused silica to maximum modulus of elasticity At any densityV 3
between 60 and 124 lb/ft

The points plotted on Figure 4-1 are for sintering temperatures of 2l00*,

2200', 22500 and 2400* F for various sintering tmes. Elastic modulus versus

sintering times for three "lhigh-.purity"l slips is shown in Figure 3-12. Thle

points in Figure 4-1 are for several slips of varying mean particle size. The

significance of this is that the majority of "high-purity" slips, cast and

sintered to the same density will vary only slightly in -ilastic modulus oven

though the two slips reach the same density at difforent times. A vary coarse

or very f ine slip may vary somewhat at the lower densities, but should follow

3the curve shown in Figure 4-1 above 124 lb/ft

The curve for the technical grade slip show~n in Figure 4-1 reaches a wax imum

3
0betwooo 120 and 1Z2 lb/ft then falls off rapidly. This rapid drop in elaStic

modulus is attributed to the formation of large quantities of cristobalite. 4

The drop appears to occur after the formiation of approximately 25 volume per

cent cristobalite. The large volume change accompanying the criatobalite

inversion destroys the integrity of the test specimen causing the o1astic

modulus to show a decrease. The high-purity itera o ntso a decrease

until after theoretical density of approximately W~ lb/ft is reached.
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Densities greacer than 139 lb/ft3 can be achieved because the density of

cristobalite is approximately 147 lb/ft. At values above 139 lb/ft3 elastic

modulus drops rapidly.

4.2.1.2 Modulus of Rupture. The dynamnic measurement of elastic

modulus is rather insensitive to small surface and interior flaws, hence

good agreement is obtained from sample to sampl, as long as density is constant

and the specimens are well sintered. This is not the case wit] modulus of

rupture or transverse strength. The values otta'ned for modulus of rupture

are dependent on the type of test loading, surface condition, geometry and

size (volume) of the test specimen.

A.S.T.M. Designation C674, "Flexural P;opertiea of Ceramic Whiteware

'1 Materials," calls for the use of thrce-point le.eling in deteminin mnodulus8

of rupture of circular or rectangular cros.*-ce'a.on specimens. However,

experience has shown that three-point loadinF gives a higher nw. n -trongth

and a larger deviatton than does four-point lfvding. This occurs L.acau L
RN

of the small volume under maximum stress in LSr,,ea-point ctadling.

The calculation of modulus of iptkre, wheher threo-po i or four-point

loading, is made by the use of the equationI3

-MR failure stress (modulus ol ruptur,,'L

__4- bending moment at failure point

c n distance from neutral axis to. '.e (eulure Pud£ae.

T w moment of inertia of the croas section under the

bending mouwnt.
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The use of this equation assumes the transverse plane at the point of the

calculation remains as a transverse pla'te after bending,-e.g. the material

is homogeneous, obeys Hooke's Law, and the stress field is linear as a

function of distance from the neutril axis.

The above equation and assumptions are adequate for four point loading

modulus of rupture determinations. However, when three point loading is

used, a corrective factor must be applied to the batsic equation to account

for the htwedgingr effect. As reported by Shook 3/ the following equatioms

have applicationi. co this end

I 3 Q (rectangular bar) %(4-3)

McM :3 TT

:am ~ ~ (I) (circular bar)(4)
2T -

h-' a depth of bar in~ directioti of loaid at faivra point

d diameter of bar at failure point

iti apr rtfown mhes euction5 that uncorrected. three point loadkog

of~tq 'at pture calculations will always y-iold stroogth Vaiuet 4reater in

-,tui thean will four point loading modulus~ of trpture deemInat ions o n

oft~e bou oat--t the. majority of test data on 'hot' coauerc.a1

i "~ high pluiity' s.lip-cast iused evilia has twon obtaindd 041 rdwidd

-, -ars Li~l /4iuc in diLmiuter and 6 inchees in length. Thoseo hars

MN7



were loaded to breaking using 1/4 point-four point loading with a 4-inch

lower span and a 2-inch upper span. Loading rate was 6000 pounds per minute.

Using this type of test there is still a large data spread as shown by the

curve in Figure 4-3. The points shown are for various "high purity" fused

silica slips. An even larger spread in data occurs with technical grade

materials because of the variation in rate of crifcobalite formation.

Figure 4-4 shows modulus of rupture vursus bulk density for a good technical
graklo slip (one that duvitrifies slowly). £he other individual points are the

median values with 95 per cent confidence intervals for a number of differot

commercial slips. It should be noted that the main reason for this variation

is the rate of.douvitrific.ation. It is hypothesized that duvirrification

II begins at the surface and proceeds inward with time, his hypo thess
41

explains why the modulus of tupture (rigure 4-3) begins to drop in the high

purity terial above a density of 2.02 gm/cc while the elastic modulus

(Figure 4-1) is still inci:Leasing.11 T Q11 w a mot. of Crititobalite at the

surfaco is insufficiet to affect the. elaftic modulus bt iat C~tS dsc

erackitig of tI& surface., thtus droastically reducing mcduluag of rupture.

Cistobalt build up in the camercial t rial it to rApid. t t .ho dlastic

modulus begills to hro, IMoSt OtiaueMoubly Vt~thqd drop it, tvioduluw of

... rupture.

Te efetofcitobalitu ono modulus of- rupture itt roe d to 4ttrt
"E::ct of .ri ,Otd, dol,

te$'t4 denste material can tolerato considerably mri criitobalitt than 4%2noe

ftaerial. A cmercial tateridl vitb a deinsity in the irani~e of 11$ to 11$ lWit3

may int S4oa few ca-ses ep~t ain% up to 25 volume per cent artstobaltr beorr A"y

effect un transverse strength is noted. UsuMWll 12 to 15 per CA!4-t is regarded

as thec upper Lim~it for satisfActory porformance 41. A slip-knlst fuseod silica

iL
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body with a density in the range of 122 to 128 lb/ft3 may show deleterious

effects on modulus of rupture with as little as one to two volume per cent

cristobalite.

Removing the as-cast and fired surface layers from fused silica test

specimens can cause a marked improvement in transverse strength. The improve-

ment comes about not only from removing surface cristobalite but also from

removing other imperfections on the as-cast surfaces. Reducing the total

volume under maximum stress will also show an apparent increase in strength.

Table 4-1 shows the effect of machined surfaces and volume size .

transverse strength for two different slip-cast fused silicas.

TABLE 4-I

SURFACE AND VOLUME EFFECTS ON

MODULUS OF RUPTURE OF SLIP-CAST FUSED SILICA

Specimen Surface Breaking Span
eDensity Geome ar Finish Size Upper/Lower Modulus of Rupture

(inch) (inch) /(inch)

2.06 Round As-cast 3/4 D x 6 2/4 4597 1 803

2.06 Round Ground & ).6 D x 6 2/4 5920 249
polished

1.96 Round As-cast 3/4 D x 6 2/4 4860 260

1.96 Rectan- Machined 1/4 x 1/8 x 2-1/4 1/2 9330 ± 380
gular

4.2.1,3 Compressive Strength. leming 5/ reported an average room

temperature compressive strength of 23,000 psi for technical grade slip-cast

- fuaed sili.4, So.thern Research Inslitute reported values ranging from

- -4-11



24,000 to 54,000 psi for technical grade material and 30,000 to 54,000 psi

for "high-purity" slip-cast fused silica. Room temperature compressive

strength is shown as a function of density for specimens of similar material

tested at Georgia Tech 6/ and at Southern Research Institute 7 in

Figure 4-5.

4.2.1.4 Tensile Strength. Fleming 5/ reporLed a room temperature

-tensile strength of 4300 psi for technical-grade slip-cast fused silica.

Southern Research Institute reported values of 2500 to 4300 psi for the

technical grade and 2200 to 4300 psi for the high-purity slip-cast fused

silica 7/.

These specimens were all of the "dog bone" type and were loaded by

a straight pull.

Using the hydrostatic ring tensile test developed by Sedlacek 8/,

rings were fabricated with inside diameters of 5-3/4, 16-1/2 and 29-1/2

inches 9/. These rings were stressed to failure with the results shown in

Table 4-2. All rings were prepared from the same fvsed silica slips and

sintered as nearly as possible under the same conditions. The fracture

strength of these rings showed a consistent variation with volume, becoming

smaller as the volume increased. This is typical of brittlc ceramic materials

and indicates that slip-cast fused silica probably follows a Weibull

statistical distribution law; however, additional data is required before

reliable values of the statistical parameters can be established.

4.2.2 Elevated Temperature Properties

The strength of fused silica has long been known to show a

substantial increase with temperature 0 The reason for this increase

4-12
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is not clear. Stress relif by plastic flow at highly stressed points near

surface flaws is possible since plastic flow under deformation has been

demonstrated even at room temperature 12,13/. Since the strength increases

essentially constantly as the temperature is increased while the viscosity

shows a very slow change 12/, this is unlikely to be a predominant mechanism. "

A structutal rearrangement has also been suggested 14/. One mechanismh, which

has been suggested, is that surface flaws resulting from thermal shock of the

cristobalite formed during fabrication become filled-in as the cristobalite

Sexpands on heating. As these flaws are filled by the ex-,anding cristobal-Ite,

they become more mechanically. stable End tend to act less as stress

concentrators

4.2.2.1 Elastic Modulus. Data on the modulus of elasticity of

slip-cast fused silica at elevated temperatures are very limited. However,

moduli determined from static data appear to decrease with temperature

while modui measured from sonic resonance data appear to increase with

temperature. Figure 4-6 gives values for static elastic modulusas a

function of temperature.

4.2.2.2 Modulus of Rupture. The modulus of rupture versus tempera-

ture fur technical grade and high-purity silica slios are shown in Figure 4-7.

4.2,2.3 Tensile Strength. The tensile strength of both technical

grade and high-purity slip-cast fused silica is shown in Figure 4-8.

4.2.2.4 Compressive Strength. Values for compressive strength of

both high-purity and technical grade material with respect to temperature are

shown in Figure 4-9.
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4.2.2.5 Poisson's Ratio. Poisson's ratio with respect to tempera-

ture is shown in Figure 4-10 for transparent and slip-cast fused silica.

The broad band of values is based on optical strain measurements, and

4-eflects the increasingly plastic nature of the material above its

sir 'ring temperature.

4.3 Physical Propertie.

4.3.1 Thermal E~xpansion

Fleming 5/ discussed thermal expansioa of fused silica at some

length and based differences in expansion on the equilibrium temperature.

Figure 4-11 was presented in this discussion, and it was suggested thaL the

Uequilibrium temperature for glass-worked silica, which this data represents,

is in the neighborhood. of 2300* F. Flouting further suggested. that .since Lte

proessing temperature of slip-cast fusod silica is 2200" V' for~ Rufficint

time to reach an equilibrium densuity, then the equilibrim temperature in

S eAr 2200' F and expnsion data should fall slightly below the paints 'knl

rigure 4-11. Actual measured data ott, slip-cast fused stlica is als~o OPsplayd

kFigure 4-11. it can be soon that the. dawafor thnival Arade alip-zas~.

wAterial falls below the glass-vorked tuae-d silica points, Hever, thjj

* data for the high-purity slip-caastaerial falls above Lho AA.4-wovked

Amiead silica points. The reason fOr this is niot apparelit Iut -y be due

to Lnaccurciaos in meurement. Although the variation it) cooehiicient of

tha l epasi~n~ae uit aw-1 Wn 6.oie caaes the i fe-rences4 Ma' be

eriticu1. in an Anlysis of theoma shock, for cxws~le, the Strdss could

be diffioent by a factor of two or move.
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The thermal expansion of slip-cast fused silica cannot be masured accuratelyU at temperatures very much above the processing temperature of 2200' F.

Figure 4-12 shows the thermal expansion of a technical grade and high-purity

grade of slip-cast fused silica measured using a graphite dilatomleter. At

temperatures above 2200' F, thermal expansion appears to decrease rapidly;

however, this is in reality further donsificotion with permanent contraction

of thle test specilen.

4.3.2 Visco~qifl

Flmig /produced twe curvo Ahown in Fiue11frvsosity of

fued silica with respet to ttwperature usinrg a number of dat;A $O1)'ect

H*urphy L1 estahi'1,4-Ad viscosity curves with rvespect to Lim. for hitt-pukity

W. ~and tuvhnicol grade tlip-ca~t fused siliica. Th i da ta i.s- s ')wni

Vilgutes ..l3 aid 4-14, t Call ho~ sebyc righotwo f i'AureS 'with

flu~~iu~~s dt(iure 1-1) that there isgooda4grooiumwt for sOt tiws

Ote Viscogity iWcrt444Ob. Y"i itltk'nso 01 viscos'ity vith t i oe c~wn bo

attribute toI st0tua (eytfio ti~ in Otito -f ar al I Criatoh-atc
dot tnatonsfor eC-10 twopeeturu Afla tefitLn Ar ah ttinhuc 1S

thO tiwrma1 Cownduetvi ofsd utica ig Ntunrturg depandent.
Siic 1siprcast fusod sit is porOUS, it Mtapfleciarjceswih

am enugh Ot tW We SUbjct to tntetnoal covcfnCtm t bt

nuwrrous eng -to 'have S significauk. Ott inl 1otveing thetnd tit.

Asatslu h hellmaI coftductivaty I tho sI.P-cat uatari'Al iS* IO&Ot tiu

that of -the gtass-w'rked mattalAl. At elovatoed tLo~w aleraas~ radi'aioo
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i-i contributes essentially nothing to the thermal conductivity of the slip-cast

material but contributes considerably in the case of the glass-worked material.

As a result, the two classes of fused silica differ considerably in thermal

conductivity above 180CO F. The thermal conductivity of the slip-cast material

is primarily a function of density (porosity) and is shown with respect to

temperature for several densities in Figure 4-16.

There is considerable interest in thermal conductivity data for slip-cast

fused silica-at temperatures above Lhe normal processing temperature (2200' F)

and even to temperatures approaching 40000 F. Most of this interest centers

around aerospace applications, where atmospheric heating occurs on re-entry

and for other hypersonic vehicles operating in the atmosphere. This heating

at,.a high heat flux is usually over a small area of the radome or leading

edge and lasts for only a few seconds. Thermal conductivity measurements on

slip;-cast fused silica above--the processing temperature using conventional

A gvarded' hot plate thermal conductivity equipment would be meaningless. This

type of equipment-requires that equilibrium conditions be reached before each

masuremen, This requires_ that the sample be at temperature for a lengthy

.period. If the sample is ab6ve the processing I-emperature, two events are

ocurring-simultaneously which render the data meaningless. First, the entire

_ specimen is deniaifying due to further sintering, and secondly, crystallization

(cristobalice) forration is occurring. The result is that such data is not

representative of the material or conditions to be expected. A hypersonic

radome would be densified to only a finite depth from the surface, depending

on the heat flux and time of exposure. Bomax 19/ has developed equations

and constants to predict thermal conductivity density and heat capacity,

The experimental set-up by Bassett and Bomar 20/ to measure dielectric
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properties of ceramic materials is not unlike atmospheric heating of a radome.

These utilize a high heat flux on a portion of one side of a rotating flat

plate. Heating in this manner results in rapid densification of the surface

being heated and also in a density and temperature gradient through the slab.

While being heated, the plate is expanding due to thermal expansion and

receding due to densification.

In order to calculate the temperature profiles and sample thickness, a

solution to the two-dimensional transient heat conduction equation for a

slab of finite thickness with time and temperature dependent properties and

with a receding or expanding surface is required. This equation is developed

from the energy equation in conjunction with the continuity and momentum

equations as described in Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot 21/. Because of the

experimental method used to heat the sample, the heat fluxes in the radial

and angular directions are assumed to be small and thus may be neglected.

Further, if one assumes that for any incremental thickness (tLz) the corres-

ponding change in radius (6r) is very small, then a quasi one-dimensional heat

conduction problem results where r becomes a function of z only. The physical

situation, then, is represented by the following equation which is an

appropriate modification to Bird et al. for a pure substance

A A

p(Tt) Cp(T) nr 2DT - (r - V I 2 DP (4-5)

where T is temperature

t is time

r is radius of the local cross-sectional area at any z

a is thickness
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P is density

Cp is heat capacityA

q is heat flux

V is specific volume, and

P is pressure.

.As suming that an expanding/contracting solid may be treated as a fluid at

constant pressure, the quantity P is equal to zero. Further, if q is defined
Dt

as (T~) , then, with appropriate mathematical manipulation, Equation 4-5

reduces to

p(~)C()(T+ v , k(T,p) 3T(L, -r) + ~-(k(T,p) LT). (4-6)

)T 1 6r2
A Considering the group k(T,p) ~ - -in Equation 4-6, if the thermal

r
expansivity of a solid in the radial direction is defined as cl (/T

rr

and an appropriate variable change is made, then the group under consideration

reduces as follows:

k(Tjp) T1 r 2 rk(T,P) ~T(4-7)
r

and Equation (4-7) becomes

P(T~t) Cp(T) ( + V -L) 2 or k(TO)) + -(k(Tp)2--). (4-8)

In order to consider the change in thickness due to a change in density,
the continuity equation must be used. This equation is giver, in bird et 41, 1

as follows:
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+ PV 0. (4-9)

This equation and Equation 4-8 provide the basis to obtain the thermal profiles

and sample thickness as a function of time.

In order to solve the differential equations derived above, the time and

temperature behavior of certain physical and transport properties of the

samples must be known. Analytical forms for each of these properties are

described in the following paragraphs.

The density of pure crystalline materials is a function of temperature and

pressure only; however, the density of materials formed by ceramic-powder

metallurgical techniques is affected by sintering. This is especially

important for slip-cast fused silica. Because sinteri~ng is a function of

time at a temperature, w.ao density of the material is a function of time as

well as temperature.

A general equation describing these phenomena. is given by Bassett and

Bomar 19/:

ex~~' p)cp (0 + Pt exp: (4-10))

3 3where density (lb/ft or P/CM)

t time'(hr)

+o +Zd)Z2 Z r 6t'

k particle size base constaut(h )
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=activation energy (Btu/lb-mole)

R. gas constant (Btu/lb-mole OR)

T temperature (OR)

1Y (T)= thermal expansion coefficient (OR) a + bT + cT2 + dT3

=denotes theoretical properties

"a"l refers to ambient temperature,

Slip-cast fused silica can be assumed to be isotropic giving 0 -3fca(T)dT. jR
Also, for simplicity, V2 can be taken as 0 for~ no dependence upon a timperature

1,,adient is shown in the data available. Finally, pt can be expressed 85-

Pt otQ exp ()X (4-l

axprireoal.sinerng aL- fr crt ixi k 44. pu it s~is?-/ Valuo to rh

ni to 4 r,. Equation 4 -12 and rta mo wll kiih Ow

o~rtwnal at at250* ad 700 V. n a~,rLiL Jata are availa*blo

f~~~~ dMV~t1 o gaseay w terial.4 haa e
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there will be an effect on the thermal conductivity aue to a change in density.

At temperatures above about 3000 F, fused silica rapidly loses any porosity

... present and becomes transparent. Puolished data on the thermal conductivity

of transparent silica at high temperatures shows exceedingly poor agreement fo

that an investigator has alwost no idea which value he should use in heat

transfer calculations above 300V F.

Bassett and Bomar 19/ were required to calculate temperature profiles

- "n slip-cast fused silica as part of their data .reduction operation for

obtaining high temperature dielectric properties, The most feasible approaQh

to selecting the appropriate value of theruat conductivity above 3000* F was

to include aedded ther couples in their sample. materials, then to choose

valuts of conductivity which gave temperature profiles Matchins the-

h uccuple - data.

lftheivr dAta have boen used to aid-it stablishig the therwl+ couductivity

of slip -.c. fused silica Shouf inYtguu 4416. This fiure Slt coductivity

asd a funaction of tdtcpretvrd and densli;y. A typical radoeo Uill have Anl

initial density on the order of 1,.90 -o 1.95 g -m&. Mbova. 1W* F tis

rad-.co Will de n s,. rapidly unitil tts conuctivity apac0 that dclr

V hsad silt-c t4'r )330 "1. The vid r curve in yigur*o -1 448 1W ap ileal he 4atiug

i~ Aufficteatly Val)hi 0hat a1ny particular I-Ayer at silica ip i radocw viail

is In) the tapratu" ratvi 2500ZS* to ))O? P fat! About 10 txint"tc or l1su.

IfLaor heating rates vould cwavie UI lower curve to lie onet to the upper

CU rVe at: tevrn9ttuvt above 2500* V.

T-or radtn , cflculattons vith telatively high heating rateS, use 4(

tie lower Ckrvo in Figure 4-16 is reee~aded, These data are fitteid by

the iolloving equations:
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b 3
k~ +~cT + iT (OF T 31000 F)(41a

k~ 1.29 (31000 F T -- 4000o F) (4-13b)

where a,b,c,d, are constants

k is thermal conductivity4

T is temperature (R

Values of the constants are given in Table 4-4.

TABLE 4-4

CONSTANTS FOR THE IMERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION

Material a b c d

SCFS 4.767(10) 0 -1.828(10 ~ ~ 1.869(10ll

4.3.4 Heat Capacity

Equations developed by Bomar 19/ in his thermal analysis program can

also be used to predict heat capacity.

The heat capacity of solids is a function of temperature and pressure only,

provided the material does not experience a phase or struictural change. The

thermal history or time ceependence, then, is of no consequence. Since -the

assumpcion haa all ready been made that the pressure dependence of the solids 4

is negligible, the ha capacity function mrly be represented by the

following equatior for a given temperature range:

2&
Cp a + bT + c/T2  (4-14)

Rlx
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This eqjuation results fromn consideration of the statistical thermodynamic'

descriptzion of a ~solid and is di..cussed in detail in many thermodynamic textrz

ucasLewis and Randall 24/. This equation was used tro "fit" -existing

experinental data for slip-cast fused silica. Values for the constants are

giv~en in TabLe 4-5. Also -included iii this abe i h eeec o h

data used. Considerable extension of the.-data froin -the:- 1. ite rtu re to t h e

temperature ranges- require d <frthis work was made by_ tha,-se -authiors.

- TABLE 4- 5

CONSTANTS POP, THE HEAT CAPACITY FUNCTION

(Material %a____ b c Reference

SCFS 2.45(10-1) 1.418(10O 5 -2.5O(tO) 7

A graphical representation of these data is shown in Figure419 Sicth

heat apacity of fused silica varies little with form, iL can be compared with~

Fleming's compilation of data for glass-worked silica also included in-

Figure 4-19 along with experimental data obtained at Southern Research

Institute.

4.3.5 Enthalp~y

Since heat capacity data are usually based on measurements of the

jchange in enthalpy, enthalpy data will show the same agreement as heat capacity
data. Fleming's 5/ compilation of data for glass-worked fused silica is

compared with Southern Research institute's 7/ data on technical-and high-

purity slip-cast fused silica in Figure 4-20.
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4.3.6 Thermal DiffusivitZ

The thermal diffusivity for technical grade and high purity slip'-cast

fused silica is shown in Figure 4-1 The thermal diffusx.ty for 30 and
3

50 lb/ft fused silica foam is also shown on this figure.

4. ectricalProerties

4.4.1 Resistivity

Figure 4-22 shows the electrical resistivity of a technical grade

slip-cast fused silica and=-for-glass worked-fused silica, The low value of

resistance at room temperature-is probably.Ad to the presence-:ofmoisture
in the pores. As.the temperature isicesdeosue.i g~da. h

resistance-iriereases .at high texupecatures the resistivity-of s lip- ast fused

silica, is.nearly thaL of. the glass -- orked material,

4.4.2 Dielectric Constant and Loss Tangent. '

-The dielectric constant of slip-cabt fused silica. is affected

4primarily by changes in- density -and temperature, although it does- change very

slightly with frequency. Impurities have little effect on the dielectric

constant; hence, there is little difference in the dielectric constant and".

loss tangent of technical and high purity slip-cast fused silica of the some

density.

The loss tangent is affected by moisture and impurities in the silica.

At low temperatures moisture can result in a high loss tangent. At high

temperatures the loss tangent increases more rapidly in impure material.

4, Figure 4-23 is a plot of dielectric constant versus density for room tempera-.

ture measurement at X-band (9.375 Gliz). The author of this data suggested
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am empirical straight'line curve fit which is valid over the narrow range of

density presented 26/

K'= 1.61 p + 0.183. (4-15)

The upper dashed line provides a better fit to data collected both at Georgia

Tech and is for the form

K' 1.61 o + 0.223 (4-16)

Over a wider range of density values, the log mixture rule can be used:

log K F V£ log k (4-17)

where k~ diele1ctric constat phase i

V volume fraction ofphase i.

"ii

I f one. assumes on-ly two phases, SiO2 and air. neg! ting cristobalite and

odher impurities, the equation can be rewritLten4'! C...

.hth

whore k' Dielectric constants of thcorotically den"o fused

silica t any frequency

abulk density of test saPecimn

%hoo Theorcaical dotietty of fusned silica.
"th..
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For theoretically dense fused silica measured at room temperature and X-band

frequency the dielectric constant is 3.85. Using this value Equation 4-18

is reduced to

K' 3.85 (exp) 19(4-19)

where p bulk density in lb/ft3.

Since frequency causes only slight variation, this provides a meLhod for

estimating the room temperature dielectric constant of any density material.

Figure 4-24 is a theoretical curve plotted from Equation 4-19, and shows

individual points measured at frequencies of 7.5 to 50 GII.

The effect of temperature is more pronounced. Figure 4-25 shtows tho

dielectric constant with respect to temperature for savoral denSitieS n-

Flp-CUSL fused silica easulcd ai 6 cnIt troquoucy. Figur 4-26 shows

dielectric constant ad loss tangent. data for No slip-cast fused silicas

from different ources and wit difforetit danaities, Amd ftr a us-orkod

silica as well. t

Vie majority, of- dialectric IOasuremeuLs hdve bWen l imitLedtotprAutz

ofi 100*.r~ or below; however, Bassett and fowr have developed a L001n4)e J~i

to Wasute dielectric Properties of ceraaic tutorials at. tmpr'aturos 0(

94006 P And above4  Ffrure 4-27 shows data It slip-ast tuseti silca t ofVi0~FTe rapid increase. iii dialetric con-stant and lo-fts tangtnt betvoeen

2500* and '700* V is due to densificatton due to rapid sintev.4ng at thise

4-47
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